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Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based optimal method and very simple in
both theory and numerical implementation. Nowadays, PSO has been recognized as a paradigm
for numerical optimizations; however, PSO is easily trapped into a local optimum when solving
multidimensional and complex problems. In order to overcome this difficulty, this paper
presents a modified PSO with a dynamic inertia weight and an adaptive mutation operator. To
verify the proposed PSO, we test it numerically on a set of well known bench mark functions as
well as on an engineering problem, as to which it has shown better performance and efficiency
while compared to the basic PSO and Beta PSO.
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1. Introduction

2. A Modified Particle Swarm Optimization
From the literature, it is clear that particles will have zero velocity in some cases. To
address this problem, we modified the PSO by assigning random values of the inertia weight
and also by introducing a new mutation strategy. To facilitate the description, Fig. 1 gives the
flow chart of the modified PSO.
To compromise the balance between the exploration and the exploitation searches, the
mutation operator could be conducted on pbest and gbest. If the fitness value of pbest and gbest does
not improve for some generations (n) (n is a constant), which means that the pbest and gbest are
trapped to local optima. To overcome this difficulty, we mutate the pbest and gbest. Our new
strategy is different from the previous work because it checks the changes of pbest and gbest
instead of the fitness values of each particle.
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Recently, various improvements have been made in the way of modern optimization.
Some promising techniques include, to name but a few, evolutionary programming, artificial
immune system, ant colony optimization and artificial bee colony. Such techniques are often
referred to as heuristic methods on account of the randomization presented in the initial phase.
Using randomized parameters facilitates an algorithm capable of handling linear and nonlinear
situations. It can be seen in the literature that such techniques are applicable in many fields. One
of these methods is the particle swarm optimization [1]. PSO is much more popular because it is
computationally very simple and highly applicable in robotics [2], electrical power systems [3]
and other engineering fields [4]; however, there is not any universal algorithm which will find
global optimal solutions of all problems. For example, PSO sometimes fails to find the global
optimum of higher dimensional or complex problems; consequently, PSO has been groomed to
anticipate premature convergence and different modifications are proposed.
One direction in modifying PSO is to vary the parameters; moreover, the inertia weight
(w) is an important one. Shi and Eberhart were the first researchers to introduce the inertia
weight to balance the local and global searches [5]. A proper adjustment of the inertia weight
will increase the convergence speed and also diversity of the particles.
In order to improve the performance, another variation of PSO using a linearly decreased
inertia weight was proposed [6]. Hui et. al proposed a new inertia weight mechanism. The
inertia weight should be controlled by the Euclidean distance of the particle in question and the
best particle of the swarm [7]. In addition, many researchers use different mutation operators.
The adaptive mutation operator was introduced by Tang and Zhao [8]. Actually, they added a
uniform random number to the global best particle. A power distribution was used [9]. The beta
distribution was introduced by Pant et al [10]. They proposed two variations of PSO: AmPSO1
and AmPSO2. In AmPSO1, the global best is mutated, while in AmpSO2 the local best particle
is mutated. It was proposed to couple the opposition based PSO with Cauchy mutation [11].
They accelerate the convergence by using opposition based learning to each particle. These
mutation particles are used to increase the possibility of escaping from local optimal points. A
variation of PSO using a student T mutation was introduced [12]. The global best particle is
mutated and compared to the original gbest particle. If the mutated particle is the better, it will
then replace the original gbest particle. Hui Wang proposed that one mutation operator is not
enough, so he applied mutation operators such as Gaussian, Cauchy and levy, and dynamically
selected a specific mutation [13].
In this paper, we modified the conventional PSO by introducing a variable inertia weight
and combining different mutation operators in the same algorithm.
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Figure1: Convergence Comparison of Different Algorithms
It should be noted that different mutations are used to control the possibility of premature
convergence; however, all of these mutations are problem-dependent. For example, the student
T mutation is used for local searches and it may fail when the current search position is very far
away from the optimal position. To improve the performance of PSO, a selection ratio is
introduced and used to design a special methodology to choose different mutation operators;
moreover, the mutation operators used are defined as:
Function mutation
Pbestij1 = pbestij + function j ()
(2.1)
Gbest1j = gbest j + function j ()

(2.2)

Pbestij1 = pbestij + beta j ()

(2.3)

Pbest = gbestij + beta j ()

(2.4)

Pbestij1 = pbestij + student j ()

(2.5)

Beta mutation
1
ij

Student T mutation
Gbest = gbest j + student j ()
1
j

(2.6)
where functionj() , betaj() and student j() produce random numbers by using function, Beta
and student T distributions, respectively.
In our methodology, we give each mutation operator an independent selection ratio. The
mutation ratios for function, beta and student T mutations are, respectively, A, B, and C
(A+B+C=1).
At the start stage, A, B and C are set to 1/3 to ensure that each mutation has an equal
chance of being selected. In the optimizations, the mutation ratio is updated according to the
success rate of the previous mutations of the operator; moreover, the updating formulate for the
selection ratios are proposed as:
A = q + (1 - 3q) suc _ f / suc _ m
(2.7)
B = q + (1 - 3q) suc _ beta / suc _ m
(2.8)
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C = q + (1 - 3q) suc _ student / suc _ m

(2.9)

A, B, and C are then normalized using:

D = D ( A + B + C)

(2.10)
where D =A, B, C; suc_c is the number of successful mutations of a mutation operator in
its previous mutation operations. The minimum ratio for each mutation operator is predefined
by q and its value is 0.05. At the end of each generation, A, B and C are updated. To select the
best mutation, we apply the roulette wheel selection method according to the selection ratio of a
mutation operator. Obviously, a mutation operator having a longer stay will be chosen of high
probability; moreover, to maintain the diversity of the particles, the inertia weight is
dynamically varied by using:
w = 0.02 + rand ()
(2.11)

3.1 Function Test
Firstly, some well-known mathematical test functions are selected to verify the
performance of the proposed PSO [14, 15]. The definitions of the functions are given in Table
1. All mathematical functions are minimization problems, and the function dimensions are 10
and 30 respectively.
Functions

Decision Scope

Optimum Fitness Value

xi∈[-600, 600]

0.00

xi∈[-10, 10]

0.00

xi∈[-100, 100]

0

f 4= ∑ ∣x i∣i+1

xi∈[-10, 10]

0.00

f 5=∑ ∣xi sin ( x i )+0.1x i∣

xi∈[-10, 10]

0.00

n

n

x
f 1 =1+ 1 ∑ x 2i − ∏ cos( i )
4000 i =1
√i
i=1
n

f 2= x 2+106⋅∑ x i
i=1

6 i −1

f 3=(10 )

2

/(n−1)× x i

n

i =1

n

i=1

Table 1: Mathematical Test Functions
In order to perform a fair comparison, we take the same number of the swarm size of 20
and 2000 iterations; besides, we take the cognitive coefficient (c1) and social constants (c2) to be
2 for all algorithms.
We make comparison among the conventional PSO, the adaptive PSO using beta mutation
(Beta PSO) and our proposed PSO [1,10]. We run every algorithm 30 times and compare the
find mean performance for these runs. Table 2 tabulates the average performances of different
algorithms for solving the 10 dimensional problems, while Table 3 represents the corresponding
results for the 30 dimensional benchmark problems. View the experimental results as we
categorized the algorithms into three classes; (1) the first class-the algorithm shows better
performance as compared to others; (2) the second class-the algorithm shows a significant
improvement; (3) the third class-the algorithm presents poor performance. From Table 2 and
Table 3, we conclude that the proposed PSO is a first class algorithm for the test functions f2, f3,
and f4. Similarly, the proposed PSO is considered as a second class algorithm for the test
functions f1 and f5 while the traditional PSO shows poor performance on test functions f1, f3, f4
and f5.
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3. Numerical Examples
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Functions
Basic PSO
Beta PSO
Modified PSO

f1
9.240
0.0156
0.0082
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f2
4.148×10-12
7.489×10-30
1.0972×10-143

f3
10.6338
1.2985×10+4
1.6332×10-36

f4
8.1324
5.3461
4.59×10-80

f5
3.9310
2.1174
1.364×10-15

Table 2: Average Performances of Different Algorithms on the 10 Dimensional Test Functions
Functions
Basic PSO
Beta PSO
Modified PSO

f1
0.0240
0.0176
7.658

f2
0.1640
0.0123
1.5374×10-60

f3
1.2328×106
1.2985×105
9.0139×10-12

f4
10.3703
9.2380
3.6913×10-66

f5
3.0467×1010
3.114×10+2
7.182×10-10

Average function value for f2

Clearly, from the above discussions it is obvious that the proposed approach is more
suitable for unimodal as well as multimodal or complex most test functions; moreover, to give
an intuitive impression about the convergence of every algorithm, we plot the convergence
graph for a typical run in Fig.2 for f2 due to the space limitations. From the graph we observe
that after a small number of generations, the proposed PSO has found the global minimum of
the test function, demonstrating that the convergent speed of the proposed modified PSO is very
fast. Therefore, the modified PSO is a more robust and efficient global optimizer.
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Figure 2: Convergence Comparison of Different Algorithms
3.2 Application
To verify our proposed PSO for engineering problem, we then use it to solve a practical
design problem the TEAM workshop problem 22 of a three-parameter optimization problem
concerning the configuration of a super-conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) [16]. The
configuration conforms to three objectives;
1)
the stored energy in the device should be 180 MJ ;
2)
the magnetic field must not violate the quench condition;
3)
the stray field should be eliminated as much as possible .

{

2

2

min f =B stray / B norm+∣Energy− E ref ∣/E ref
s.t J i⩽(−6.4∣( B max )i∣+54)( A/ mm 2)(i=1,2)

(3.1)

where Energy is the magnetic energy stored in the SEMC device; Eref =180 MJ and Bnorm
= 3 T, J i and ( Bmax )i is the current density and the maximum magnetic flux intensity in the i th
2
coil respectively, Bstray is evaluated along 22 equidistant points along line A and line B, as shown
in Fig. 2, and defined as
22

B2stray= ∑ ∣B stray , j∣2 / 22
i=1
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Table 3: Average Performances of Different Algorithms on the 30 Dimensional Test Functions
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For a fair comparison, we set equal parameters to the maximum generation of 50, swarm
size of 15, and the dimension of 3, and c1 and c2 of 2. We run each algorithm five times and the
average objective function values are recorded in Table 3. The results validate that the
performance of the proposed PSO is much better when compared with the other two PSO’s.
(0, 10)

Z
Line A
Line B

h2

r2

×

·

ρ
(10,0)

d2

Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of SMES
Problem
Objective function

Basic PSO
0.0996

Adaptive PSO(Beta PSO)
0.01163

MPSO
0.0918

Table 4: Comparison of Different Algorithms on Solving TEAM Workshop Problem 22

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a new methodology for mutations. The mutation operator is conducted
on pbest and gbest by using a roulette wheel selection method according to a specially designed
selection ratio. From the experimental results we’ve observed that the proposed modified PSO is
the most suitable one for finding higher quality solutions when compared to the basic PSO and
ADPSO (Beta distribution). To sum up, the proposed modified PSO gives the best performance
on all of the test functions and case studies.
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